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Edward C

on
06/05/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Decent AK well made and reasonably priced. So far very reliable on Brown Bear ammo. Accuracy is OK out to 100 meters 











Jonathan C

on
06/20/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Very pleased. Fun gun to shoot. Purchased the UTG 47 Combat Butt Pad and the UTG scope mount. Mounted a UTG Bug scope. Sanded the furniture and stained it red and then applied a few coats of clear coat. One of my favorite rifles to shoot. 











Sean J

on
03/17/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I bought my AK about a year ago and forgot to review it, sorry buds. I love my gun and wouldn't trade it for anything. Buds has fast shipping and great service. 











Jason D

on
02/12/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I love my wasr! it was cheap, fast shipping, and shoots everything I put into it. Worth every penny. Hell I might buy a second one soon. 











Gary C

on
05/22/2014




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










Give Buds 5 stars have purchased several firearms from Buds great service. As far as the AK goes I have owned several, Tapco mags don't rattle, if the metal mags don't rattle I become concerned. Typical Century firearm greasy and scratched up oh well as long as it functions well and this one did, very well dead on @ 100 yds, the scratches are a easy fix (Rust - Oleum BBQ grill paint, cure it with hand held heat gun). As far as the ugly rough wood goes, took it off and threw it over my shoulder replaced with composite stock set easy fix. Ordered the Tapco compensator I wanted from Buds (easy removal of welded thread cover with Dremel) The more oil (cosomoline) you have to remove the less rust you will find! (automotive brake cleaner and a soft brass brush work great) Good shooting gun no FTF/ FTB first 100 rds. 











Randy E

on
04/11/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Buds were great once again, super fast shipping and great communication, The AK came as advertised, everything was straight as an arrow. The only problem was the tapco mag was horrible wobble, the steel is tight as a drum. From all the research I have done it should be the other way around, so I may have installed the mag wrong. Non the less I am very happy with the purchase and will be back for the next firearm to add to my collection. 











William A

on
04/09/2014




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










The gun arrived quickly and in relatively good condition. It was packaged with 2 magazines (1 steel and 1 plastic-Tapco.)and a small manual. However I was a little disappointed when there was no bayonet and 2 of the 4 numbers did not match. I gave it a quick once over and headed off to the range, and I was very impressed with the accuracy. It needs some TLC and cleaning, but all in all it was a decent value. 











Eric J

on
04/07/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Received from my FFL dealer, Hunt 605 LLC., yesterday. I haven't had a chance to fire the rifle yet, but expect it will shoot pretty much like any other AK. The rifle is a beauty, actually. I didn't have very high expectations, given the mixed reviews. My rifle's sights were square, it had the cleaning rod, there is little to no magazine wobble and it came with two magazines. The finish was good, and the laminated wood is pretty on it, if not finished. I will probably rub some Tru-Oil into the wood to give it a bit of protection. I have no complaints, and am looking forward to shooting it at the next opportunity... maybe even today after work. Bud's Gunshop is quick, and trustworthy. My FFL dealer is the best in town. The rifle is better than expected. Perfect transaction! 











Greg P

on
04/07/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Waited till after I had a chance to shoot this WASR before leaving any feedback. I'll start by saying WOW! This thing is awsome, it ate everything I fed it and begged for more. The sights were perfect, no canting issues as mentioned by others. There is a little rattle room with some of the mags I had, but nothing too out of the ordinary, TAPCO smooth sided mags fit like a glove. No FTF or FTE issues. The only thing left to do is get a side mounted rail and a red dot and really have some fun! Another unbelievable deal from Buds, safe to say you now have yet another life long customer! 











Charles S

on
03/17/2014




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Ordered 31214 came in 3/17/14. Came with two mags, one a polymer tapco mag the other a steel mag. Both fit fine with very little wiggle. The wood was pretty decent no complaints there. Did not get a chance to shoot it today but will add an update when I do. Another great buy from buds! 











Phil K

on
03/08/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Awesome gun havnt shot it yet but exactly what i was expecting. Sights and gastube were not canted, numbers matched minus the top cover. Wood was in greatshape. A little mag wobble but not major at all and came with 1 steel mag and 1 tapco mag. No cleaning rod and muzzle nut is spot welded but easily can be dremeled to put flash hider on. Shipped out on the 3rd and arrived to AK and picked up from ffl on the 6th. Buds is on point. 











David P

on
02/27/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Purchased my WASR10 recently and love it. Came with 2 metal 30 round magazines and in great shape. Wood furniture was in actually really good shape. There is no lacquer finish on the wood, could use just a little sanding and lacquer if someone wanted to take the time or even put your own stain on it. I used some rosewood conditioner that i use for my guitars on it and brought some moisture back pretty quick. The receiver was free of scratches and the action is very nice. Front sight slightly canted to the left as most reviews seem to talk about. Mag wobble little to non. Mine was missing the cleaning rod but no big deal. Overall, after cleaning a little cosmoline out of the corners and magazine, I have fired 100-200 round of TulAmmo(the cheap stuff) through it with no failures or jamming whatsoever. I would recommend putting a difference ergonomic grip on it for comfort and getting a sight adjustment tool. Right out of the box this will fire 3-5 in groupings without any adjustments. Recoil next to non. Recommend to anyone anytime. 











Rene C

on
02/25/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










great price for a great gun!! 











Richard C

on
02/20/2014




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










the ak is utilitarain, but very functional. I am currently testing the buy safe guarantee, because when i bought it for 636.00 2 days later it was advertized for 100.00 cheaper. i think buysafe will come through with a refund for the difference, which makes Buds an excellent place to purchase a firearm. The only thing about the ak that I don't like is the fact that it didn't come with a Muzzle break, only a muzzle nut. I havent had a chance to fire it yet, but I'm pretty sure it will act like it's supposed to. 











Mark S

on
01/08/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I have run approximately 500 rounds through my WASR. It was performed flawlessly. I have had no FTFs or FTEs. Mine came without a cleaning rod (which can be purchased for about $5 to $10) or a cleaning kit (which is fine since I'm buying a different stock anyways). It had a nut muzzle break with a spot weld. One magazine fit and functioned flawlessly... no rattle. The other, however, did not function past about 10 rounds. I took a hammer and a file to reshape it. After that it has performed perfectly. I've heard that pre '94 ban-rifles were of questionable quality, but thus far I haven't had an issue. 











Jimmy T

on
11/03/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Awesome AK loaded and fired with NO.....problems 











Adam K

on
06/14/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Received my AK yesterday and took it to the range right away! Shoots wonderful, 250 rds thru it w/ out any problems. Buds is gr8 & will mos def be purchasing more from them... 











John S

on
05/17/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I want to start by saying I have not shot it yet. However, I have function tested it and love it! First off, yes, it is a WASR. However, is DOES NOT have a canted front site or gas system. In fact, with out taking out my protractor, compass, and t-square, I can't detect any variation in them at all! The wood is very good. It is not silky smooth but there are no soft spots. In fact, it reminds me of the kind of wood one would get with a do-it-yourself black powder kit. A few minutes of sanding and a little stain or varnish would make it look AWESOME! The bolt carrier number matches to the rifle, even though the bolt itself is not a number match. The pistol grip is of the standard, plastic AK style. The metal finish is at least 90-95% if not higher. It was not covered in packing grease and clearly does have a properly installed Tapco G2 fire control group. The riveting is nice and all mechanics seem to function as they should. The only "complaint" I have is that it does not have an muzzle break, just a thread protector that is spot welded on. However, I think a fine touch with a proper tool would fix that problem. Is this the top of the line AK variant? No. Is it a decent entry into the world of AK? Yes. Basically if you just want an AK variant for a shooter, this would seem to fit the bill nicely. If you want a show piece, look at something else. 











Anthony Q

on
04/05/2013




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Got the rifle in 5 days can't complain about that at all. I read the reviews before I bought it and saw that everyone said it came really oiled up. I didn't think that they meant it as much as it did! Didn't have to sand or touch up the stock looks brand new. Only reason I give it 4 stars for right now is because I have yet to shoot this one. I have shot a russian one while deployed to Iraq so hopefully it is just as good! 











Victor H

on
03/01/2013




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










just received..kinda cool have not shot it yet.. rough finish but i knew that going in stamp military type. missing cleaning rod.. 











Sean H

on
02/28/2013




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










This really is a good gun. Iv been wanting one for years now. Though i payed quite a bit more than i wished due to the current market im not discouraged at all. But if you are interested in getting one i would recomend you wait a few months for the prices to drop a little. Unlike many of the gun owners on this site im not one for pure perfection and this gun is by no means perfect. Its old rugged greasy and of coarse very reliable. This gun is great for both people that enjoy collecting and are into the history of it and for those that are novices toward assault weapons. I can not stress enough that if you are expecting this gun to be like a straight from the box bushmaster or arsenal you will be dissapointed. These were stamped out in romania and milled for 30 round mags. The wood looks rough but i managed to clean mine up with some sanding and stain. All internal moving parts appeared brand new or slightly used. Also would like to note that the muzzle brake is spotwelded onto the front sight but can be easily removed with the right cutting tools. As always buds is an amazing site and i got my gun in about four days. I was not expecting that at all seeing how busy they have been recently. 











David N

on
02/23/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Ordered on the 1st, shipped on the 7th, arrived on the 12th. Not bad for the middle of the frenzy. The AK is exactly as advertised. Came with 2 metal mags, no magazine wobble, very good fit. Very clean but I cleaned it again anyway. Comes with thread protector nut spot welded so be prepared to cut the weld if you want to install a muzzle brake. Doesn't come with the cleaning kit or rod, you'll need to get those separately. Overall very happy just wish I'd purchased a year ago. 











Ken Y

on
02/12/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










No cleaning rod, as others have mentioned. Wasn't really packed with grease, but did still need to get stripped and have a good cleaning as there was gun oil and a bit of grease everywhere on the metal....even the mags had a bit of oil on them. The 2 30rnd mags that came with it were stamped metal and fit like a glove. No wobble at all. The surplus mag I had lying around, also stamped metal, has a bit of wobble to it, so I might have to try a polymer mag in the future. The wood finish was fairly good, but I'm going to add a waterproof stain to enhance it. The finish on the metal was very good and the construction solid. Rifle is lots of fun! 











Chris M

on
02/04/2013




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










Finish on rifle is pretty rough and there was no flash suppressor cleaning rod or cleaning kit. If you are not familiar with what a WASR rifle is then I would do some research before purchasing. The rifle also did not come with the plastic 30 round mag. It came with what appeared to be surplus stamped metal Mag's. The picture onliner.s really not a good representation of this product. 











Michael M

on
11/08/2012




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Gun arrived in a week to my FFL. Transfer was super easy. This was my first online purchase of a firearm and would recommend it. I was expecting a ton of grease on this gun but there wasn't and was easily cleaned. It was missing the cleaning rod which I expected but hoped was there but it came with two magazine. I have not fired the weapon yet but overall I am satisfied so far. I plan to clean up the furniture and stain and shellack it. After lubricating it the bolt moved much more freely. 4 stars only for the lack of cleaning rod. Referring others to Buds at the moment. 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat
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Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.
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